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### Calendar at a Glance

#### SEP
- **8**  Kū Mai Ka Hula, C  
- **21**  "Ohina Short Film Showcase, M  
- **30**  "13th Annual 'Ukulele Festival, A  

#### OCT
- **3**  New Order, C  
- **13**  Lehua Kalima & Shawn Pimental, M  
- **18**  Harold López-Nussa Trio, C  
- **25**  "Soil" by Michael Sakamoto, C  

#### NOV
- **1**  Tango Extravaganza, C  
- **5, 10**  Kumu Kahua Theatre: "Pakalolo Sweet," M  
- **28**  Lee Brice, A  
- **30-Dec2**  Hawai‘i International Film Festival, M  

#### DEC
- **1**  Miranda Lambert & Friends, A  
- **13**  Alsarah & The Nubatones, C  
- **14**  Island Breeze, M  
- **15**  Amy Hananiali‘i & Willie K Holiday Concert, C  
- **21**  Generations: Pat Simmons², M  
- **27**  Steven Tyler, A  

#### JAN
- **12**  Blayne Asing, M  
- **31**  Derek Gripper, M  

#### FEB
- **7**  Prážák and Zemlinsky Quartets, M  
- **8**  Tomáš Kubínek, C  
- **16**  UB40, A  
- **23**  Kainani Kahaunaele, M  
- **28**  Jacob Jonas/The Company, C  

#### MAR
- **3**  Ebb & Flow Arts, C  
- **7**  Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s /peh-LO-tah/, C  
- **14**  L.A. Dance Project, C  
- **15**  "My Name Is ‘Opukaha‘ia," M  
- **16**  Jake Shimabukuro, C  
- **20**  "Public Love" / Morgan Thorsen, C  
- **21**  Zakir Hussain and Niladri Kumar, C  
- **23**  Ana Vidovic, M  

#### APR
- **11**  "Boys in Trouble" / Sean Dorsey Dance, C  
- **11-28**  Cazimero Lei Day Concert, C – TBA  

#### JUN
- **30**  Ki Hōʻalu Slack Key Guitar Festival, A  

---

"The MACC presents"... is our 2018-19 collection of performing and visual arts presentations at Maui Arts & Cultural Center. With a full spectrum of performances, exhibitions, festivals, family events, student field trips, and workshops, the MACC continues to bring the best of the world to Maui, and to celebrate the best of the islands.

Mahalo for supporting MACC programs and presentations with your ticket purchases, and by attending our many free events. We look forward to having you join us over the coming months to create many memorable MACC moments.

— The Board, Staff, and Volunteers of Maui Arts & Cultural Center

---

*Cover photo: Jacob Jonas/The Company February 28, 2019*
McCoy Studio Theater
7:30 pm
A panel discussion for hula practitioners and those interested in some of the deeper themes of Hawaiian arts: the primal, the carnal, and the essential elements of Hawaiian sexuality. Panelists include Kameha’ililani Waiau, Kaheleonalani Dukelow, Manaiakalani Kalua and Kumu Hula Keali‘i Reichel.
Adult subject matter.
Tickets: $18; ½ students

Kū Mai Ka Hula Solo & Group Competitions
Castle Theater, 1:00 pm
Award-worthy hālau compete in solo and group performances in this annual competition presented by MACC and Kauahea Inc. Adult male and female dancers with hālau from Japan, continental U.S., and Hawai‘i perform both kahiko (traditional) and ‘auana (modern) hula stylings. Expect to see the dancers compete in a level of performance as in more well-known competitions, yet this event takes place in our own beautiful venue. Attendees can browse an array of crafters and artisans throughout the day.
Tickets: $25; ½ kids 12/under

‘Ohina Short Film Showcase
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:00 pm
Inaugural screening! The ‘Ohina Short Film Showcase presents incredible independent films from Hawai‘i, all with a creative relationship to the Hawaiian Islands. The screenings will be followed by a conversation about the films, with Gerard Elmore of ‘Ohina. This year’s films include: The Moon & the Night, Last Taxi Dance, Kalewa, Hae Hawai‘i, Mauka to Makai.
Tickets: $12

13th Annual ‘Ukulele Festival
A&B Amphitheater, 1:00–6:00 PM
It’s a relaxed afternoon on the lawn, starring Hawai‘i’s beloved four-string instrument! Performers include: Willie K, Paula Fuga, Kamakakehau Fernandez, the Hula Hones, Andrew & Jay Molina, Halemun, Mika Kane, Arlie-Avery Asiu, Kris Fuchigami, Brittni Paiva, Nick Acosta, Kalama ‘Ukulele Band, Seabury Hawaiian Ensemble, Kaulike Pescaia, and ‘Super Keiki’ Arianna and Ashlyn Ito.
Free admission.
FREE ‘Ukulele Workshop
Saturday, Sept 29, 10-12
McCoy Studio Theater.
Harold López-Nussa Trio with Ruy Adrián López-Nussa & Gaston Joy
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

A scion of an illustrious musical family, Cuban pianist Harold López-Nussa is one of the brightest lights on Havana’s current jazz scene. He gained international attention when he won top honors at the prestigious Montreux Jazz Piano Competition. He toured with Buena Vista Social Club vocalist, Omara Portuondo, and launched his own career as the leader of a superlative trio with his brother, the phenomenal drummer Ruy Adrián López-Nussa, and bassist Gaston Joya.

Tickets: $30, $50, $65; ½ kids

“SOIL” by Michael Sakamoto
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

A dance theater work that utilizes the dance forms of Western contemporary, Cambodian classical, Thai traditional and folk, and butoh—all juxtaposed and remixed in the everyday experience of three dancers. As part of a rapidly globalizing, trans-national society, each performer’s history is affected by the legacy of their home country’s crises, which stem from colonialism, war, genocide, political turmoil, and environmental disasters. Lushly arranged dance and music with koto and guitar adds a cinematic energy to the intimate scale of the stories.

Tickets: $35, $45; ½ kids

Master Class: 10/24

The presentation of Soil is made possible by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Dance Project, with lead funding from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Lehua Kalima & Shawn Pimental
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm

Performing together since 2011, Lehua and Shawn bring many years and a wide range of musical experiences—on their own and with renowned groups—to their performances as a duo. They write, produce and arrange their own music as well as compositions by friends, and manage their own record labels. An easy-going style, witty banter, eclectic musical tastes, and dedication to the purity of the music and their Native Hawaiian culture, sets this duo apart from the rest!

Tickets: $30; ½ kids

New Order
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

Formed by members of the iconic band Joy Division, New Order’s integration of post-punk with electronic and dance music made them one of the most influential bands of the 1980s. The single “Blue Monday” became their first big hit, followed by albums including Power, Corruption and Lies, and Low-life, Brotherhood, Substance, and Technique. They also recorded the 1990 World Cup Soccer anthem, “World in Motion.”

Tickets: $49, $55, $89, $125, $150
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Lee Brice
A&B Amphitheater, 6:30 pm
When one listens to Lee Brice’s self-titled album, the two-time CMA/ACM/Grammy Song of the Year nominee takes listeners to church, school, home, and out on a Saturday night. His debut album, Love Like Crazy, and its title track set a record as the longest-charting song in Billboard’s country history, and his next album, I Don’t Dance demonstrates his painstaking approach to writing and recording.
Tickets: $39, $49, $59, $79, $129

Kumu Kahua Theatre presents “Pakalolo Sweet”
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm
A play by Hannah Li-Epstein. Junior Boy is a young Hawaiian man who comes from a lineage of marijuana growers and is now proudly expecting a baby with his girlfriend, Nani. During a night of karaoke, beer, and weed, the medical uses, benefits, and cultural aspects of marijuana in pre-contact Hawai‘i are explored.
Tickets: $28

Tango Extravaganza
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
With a dance floor!
Take a virtual journey to South America and celebrate tango’s greatest masters with HSO concertmaster Iggy Jang, as he presents the award-winning dancers Guillermo Merlo & Fernanda Ghi, with bandoneonist Javier Sánchez, bassist Hayden Joyce, and pianist Alfredo Minetti, with Hawai‘i guitarist Ian O’Sullivan. This is destined to be an enchanted, enthralling evening!
Tickets: $35; ½ kids

Hawai‘i International Film Festival
Maui Showcase
McCoy Studio Theater
Fri, Nov 30, 6:30 pm: Moananuiākea: One Ocean. One People. One Canoe.
Sat, Dec 1, 1:00 pm: Sharkwater Extinction
Sat, Dec 1, 3:00 pm: 50 First Kisses
Sun, Dec 2, 1:30 pm: Anote’s Ark
Tickets: $12; HIFF members $10

As the vanguard forum of international cinematic achievement in the Asia-Pacific region, HIFF recognizes new and emerging talent, and facilitates dynamic cultural exchange through the cinema arts. HIFF selections and audiences reflect the diverse multicultural face of Hawai‘i — helping to enrich, enlighten and broaden support for Asian and Pacific films.

Presented by Halekulani

Lee Brice
A&B Amphitheater, 6:30 pm
When one listens to Lee Brice’s self-titled album, the two-time CMA/ACM/Grammy Song of the Year nominee takes listeners to church, school, home, and out on a Saturday night. His debut album, Love Like Crazy, and its title track set a record as the longest-charting song in Billboard’s country history, and his next album, I Don’t Dance demonstrates his painstaking approach to writing and recording.
Tickets: $39, $49, $59, $79, $129

Kumu Kahua Theatre presents “Pakalolo Sweet”
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm
A play by Hannah Li-Epstein. Junior Boy is a young Hawaiian man who comes from a lineage of marijuana growers and is now proudly expecting a baby with his girlfriend, Nani. During a night of karaoke, beer, and weed, the medical uses, benefits, and cultural aspects of marijuana in pre-contact Hawai‘i are explored.
Tickets: $28

Tango Extravaganza
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
With a dance floor!
Take a virtual journey to South America and celebrate tango’s greatest masters with HSO concertmaster Iggy Jang, as he presents the award-winning dancers Guillermo Merlo & Fernanda Ghi, with bandoneonist Javier Sánchez, bassist Hayden Joyce, and pianist Alfredo Minetti, with Hawai‘i guitarist Ian O’Sullivan. This is destined to be an enchanted, enthralling evening!
Tickets: $35; ½ kids

Hawai‘i International Film Festival
Maui Showcase
McCoy Studio Theater
Fri, Nov 30, 6:30 pm: Moananuiākea: One Ocean. One People. One Canoe.
Sat, Dec 1, 1:00 pm: Sharkwater Extinction
Sat, Dec 1, 3:00 pm: 50 First Kisses
Sun, Dec 2, 1:30 pm: Anote’s Ark
Tickets: $12; HIFF members $10

As the vanguard forum of international cinematic achievement in the Asia-Pacific region, HIFF recognizes new and emerging talent, and facilitates dynamic cultural exchange through the cinema arts. HIFF selections and audiences reflect the diverse multicultural face of Hawai‘i — helping to enrich, enlighten and broaden support for Asian and Pacific films.

Presented by Halekulani
Miranda Lambert & Friends
BMI Maui Songwriters Festival
A&B Amphitheater, 5:30 pm

Enjoy an acoustic evening of music with a star-studded line-up of country music as the BMI Songwriters return to Maui for the fourth year running! Miranda Lambert & Pistol Annies (Ashley Monroe, Angaleena Presley), Luke Combs, Tom Johnston of the Doobie Brothers, Randy Houser, Ray Benson, Lukas Nelson, Lily Meola.

Tickets: $49, $69, $89, $129, VIP $159

Alsarah & the Nubatones
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

With a dance floor!

A music group born of conversations between Sudanese-American singer/songwriter/ethnomusicologist Alsarah and Egyptian drummer/actor Rami El-Aasser about Nubian ‘songs of return’, modern migration patterns, and cultural exchange. Shared experiences and a common love for the richness of pentatonic sounds expanded the conversation to include Armenian-American oud player Haig Manoukian, and French-born/Togo-raised bass player Mawuena Kodjovi. Their sound, dubbed ‘East African retro-pop’ is a lavish, joyful, era-spanning sound full of multiethnic reflections on identity and survival.

Tickets: $40; ½ kids

Island Breeze
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm

A trio of world-class musicians, each masters of their own instruments, come together to create new and beautiful music. Grammy-nominated slack key guitarist, Jeff Peterson and shakuhachi master, Riley Lee, have been working together for many years; they joined forces with taiko master, Kenny Endo to record a CD in 2014. The unique blend of slack key guitar, taiko drums, and Japanese flute is an inspired sound!

Tickets: $30, $45

Amy Hānaialiʻi & Willie K
Hoʻonanea Holiday Concert
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

Celebrate musical magic this Holiday season with two of Maui’s favorite entertainers, Amy Hānaialiʻi Gilliom and Willie Kahaiʻaliʻi, on stage together as a dynamic duo of Hawaiian music and song. Amy’s rich, sultry voice joins Willie K’s own exceptional vocal abilities and guitar prowess to create crystalline melodies and virtuoso instruments, along with plenty good-natured camaraderie. The range and power of each of these performers can fill a stage; together, they present a powerhouse of talent!

Hoʻonanea preshow festivities start at 5:30 pm, with local craft vendors and live music in the courtyard.

Tickets: $35, $45, $55, $65, ½ kids

Presented in collaboration with Shangri La Museum of Islamic Art, Culture & Design
O’ahu singer/songwriter and 2016 Nā Hōkū Hanohano Award-winner Blayne Asing taught himself to play a variety of instruments by watching YouTube videos; he credits a natural ear for learning as part of his musical abilities. He is a prolific songwriter, and though he grew up loving the music of Hawai’i and the local legends, his own music is heavily influenced by country and folk artists.

Tickets: $30; ½ kids

An acoustic evening with Pat Simmons Sr. & Pat Simmons Jr. Pat Senior is an original member of The Doobie Brothers; Pat Junior has grown up with music — on Maui, in California, and around the world — on tour with his dad! The ability of The Doobie Brothers’ music to connect with the essentials of people’s lives in tuneful, affecting songs has developed an audience that spans generations today. Pat Junior’s music career began as a teen, when he first began opening as a solo act for The Doobie Brothers, along with many other well-known artists. This will be an evening of good-time music for all ages to enjoy!

Tickets: $30, $45, $65

Hailed by Rolling Stone magazine as “one of the greatest singers of all time,” Steven Tyler will treat the MACC audience to a special show featuring some of the greatest hits by the supergroup Aerosmith, along with some of Steven’s own favorite songs from other rock legends. Only on Maui and only at the MACC!

Tickets: $65, $79, $89, $129, $179

In Derek Gripper’s hands, quotations of Bach, Malian songs, virtuosic kora compositions, Southern African bow music, and avant-garde Brazilian guitar music combine to create a new solo guitar music that is at once intimate and explosive, improvised and composed, traditional and new. As a classical musician who felt limited by the traditional, this South African guitarist explores a dialogue of the disparate styles that inform his work to date.

Tickets: $40; ½ kids
A collision of theatre and music hall, Tomáš Kubínek’s exuberant and internationally acclaimed one-man show is equal parts comic brilliance, virtuosic vaudeville, and irresistible charm. This Prague-born "physical poet and verbal acrobat" grew up with a passionate interest in clowns, circus, theater, and magic—making him the man he is today: an "arduous advocate of the commonplace miracle" who plays to packed theaters worldwide!

Tickets: $30, $40; ½ kids

This multiracial band from England (with original members Ali Campbell, Astro, and Mickey Virtue) pooled a diverse set of influences to put a fresh, indigenous slant on Jamaican reggae and helped define reggae music for a generation. As consummate live performers, they have enjoyed huge success from 1979 through the present day, including gold/platinum-selling albums, Grammy nominations, and multiple #1 hits worldwide.

Tickets: $59 GA; VIP $159

Born and raised on Kaua‘i, Kainani Kahaunaele embraces a deep kuleana to perpetuate the Hawaiian language, particularly through the art of Hawaiian songwriting and poetry. Winner of five Nā Hōkū Hanohano Awards, Kainani is a sought-after performer whose original compositions have appeared in films, documentaries, and television. Weaving her life’s purpose seamlessly into her work and her music, Kainani’s dedication shines forth in her songs.

Tickets: $30; ½ kids
Ebb & Flow Arts
Castle Theater, 3:00 pm
The Ebb & Flow Ensemble comprises Ignace Jang, violin; Sun Chan Chang, cello; and Robert Pollock, piano. Ebb & Flow Arts celebrates its 20th year with a concert that furthers its musical cultural exchange with South Korea, and Veritas Musicae in Seoul (Dr. Shinhee Park, president). This evening’s concert features recent American works, and those by composers from Korea, including Isang Yun, Sun Young Park, and Eugene Lee, and a work by Dr. Park, commissioned by Ebb & Flow Arts. The evening will also feature video: new footage by Tom Vendetti, with his most recent trip to sacred Tibet and a previous interview with the Dalai Lama; Florotica, based on the book by Gary Greenberg, with videography by Tom Vendetti, narration by Stacy Keach, script by Rick Chatenever, music by Keola Beamer, and CinemAroma.*
Note: there will be aromatic fresh flowers in the theater.
Tickets: $30

L.A. Dance Project
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
Founded by former Paris Opera Ballet Artistic Director Benjamin Millepied, the L.A. Dance Project is a platform for the development, creation, support, and presentation of world-class dance in Los Angeles. Comprised of an internationally acclaimed dance company, LADP seeks to foster dance- centered artistic collaborations across all disciplines, cultures, and communities in collaboration with visual artists, musicians, and composers to perform in both traditional and unconventional spaces.
Tickets: $35, $50, $65; ½ kids
MASTER CLASS: 3/13. More info TBA at MauiArts.org

Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s /peh-LO-tah/
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
A performance work that links soccer, the world’s most popular sport, to global economic hierarchies, patterns of immigration, and fan behaviors. Inspired by Bamuthi’s memories of playing the game growing up, his experiences as a spoken word artist, and his travels to World Cup cities, /peh-LO-tah/ enlivens social commentary with storytelling, music, and South African- and Capoeira- influenced dance blended with footwork from the soccer field. The cast perform against a background of cinematic shadow animation, with music ranging from gospel, bossa nova, and beat-box.
Tickets: $25, $35; ½ kids

Funded in part by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Theater Project, with lead funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Jacob Jonas / The Company
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
Named one of “25 To Watch” in 2018 by Dance magazine, Los Angeles-based choreographer Jacob Jonas has gained an international profile for honest storytelling, visceral performances, and visual content creation. The company tours throughout North America, showcasing their unique mix of contemporary ballet, breakdance, and acrobatic movement.
Tickets: $35, $45; ½ kids
MASTER CLASS: 2/27. More info TBA at MauiArts.org

Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s /peh-LO-tah/
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
A performance work that links soccer, the world’s most popular sport, to global economic hierarchies, patterns of immigration, and fan behaviors. Inspired by Bamuthi’s memories of playing the game growing up, his experiences as a spoken word artist, and his travels to World Cup cities, /peh-LO-tah/ enlivens social commentary with storytelling, music, and South African- and Capoeira- influenced dance blended with footwork from the soccer field. The cast perform against a background of cinematic shadow animation, with music ranging from gospel, bossa nova, and beat-box.
Tickets: $25, $35; ½ kids

Funded in part by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Theater Project, with lead funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

L.A. Dance Project
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
Founded by former Paris Opera Ballet Artistic Director Benjamin Millepied, the L.A. Dance Project is a platform for the development, creation, support, and presentation of world-class dance in Los Angeles. Comprised of an internationally acclaimed dance company, LADP seeks to foster dance- centered artistic collaborations across all disciplines, cultures, and communities in collaboration with visual artists, musicians, and composers to perform in both traditional and unconventional spaces.
Tickets: $35, $50, $65; ½ kids
MASTER CLASS: 3/13. More info TBA at MauiArts.org
“My Name is ‘Ōpūkaha’ia”
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm
A one-person play written and performed by Moses Goods as a commission in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the passing of ‘Ōpūkaha’ia. He was a young Hawaiian man whose journey to New England and conversion to Christianity had a profound effect on the history of the Hawaiian Islands. As part of the hour-long program, Po’ai Lincoln of Hawaiian Mission Houses will be providing historical context as well as sharing mele and ‘oli that relate to the performance.
Tickets: $21; ½ kids

Jake Shimabukuro
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
Jake Shimabukuro’s deft fingerwork and virtuoso technique transform the ‘ukulele into an instrument of boundless capabilities. Jake has been at the forefront of the reinvention of the ‘ukulele, and includes elements of jazz, blues, rock, pop, classical, and flamenco in his playing. Now a worldwide star, his 2011 release, Peace Love and ‘Ukelele rose to #1 on Billboard’s world music charts. This, and subsequent albums (Grand Ukelele, Travels, and Dragon), showcase the depth and breadth of Jake’s talent and musical explorations, as he mixes in pop covers with his own intricate compositions.
Ho‘onanea preshow festivities start at 5:30 pm, with local craft vendors and live music in the courtyard.
Tickets: $15, $25, $40, $65, $85

“I Have a Dream” by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
This moving and inspiring program celebrates the life and legacy of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The event features a performance of the full text of “I Have a Dream” by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., along with other performances that highlight King’s life and legacy.
Tickets: $22, $32; ½ kids

Music for the Indies: Lifer’s Journey
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
A new album of original music by local artist Lifer. The show features a special performance and an interview with Lifer, who will discuss the inspiration behind the music and provide insights into his creative process.
Tickets: $22, $32; ½ kids

“Public Love” by Morgan Thorson and collaborators
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
In this new work, choreographer Morgan Thorson and a brain trust of collaborators co-create an exploration of consent, action, and connection that may serve as a balm for our divisive times. The tactile energies of this dance collective spurn a top-down power dynamic, and meld with the sublime slowcore music of Alan Sparhawk (LOW). “Complete possession of the dancer by the dance is a rare sight, but it is one that can make watching a [Thorson] performance a near-transcendent experience.” — New York Times
Tickets: $35, $45; ½ kids
Master Class: 3/19: details TBA at MauiArts.org
Public Love is a National Performance Network/Visual Artist Network (NPN/VAN) Creation & Development Fund Project on commissioned by Walker Art Center, Maui Arts & Cultural Center and NPN/VAN. For more information: www.npnweb.org

Zakir Hussain, tabla and Niladri Kumar, sitar
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
Ustad Zakir Hussain is the world’s best known Indian tabla player, and considered a chief architect of the contemporary world music movement. His ventures into rock, jazz and Western classical music, have led to historic collaborations with artists from George Harrison to YoYo Ma to Mark Morris. Hussain will be accompanied by sitar virtuoso, Niladri Kumar, also known for experimentation: he designed and plays an electrified instrument he calls the zitar.
Tickets: $35, $50, $65; ½ kids

“100 Years of Ocean Skin”
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm
A musical journey through the history of the Hawaiian Islands, featuring traditional Hawaiian music and dance.
Tickets: $22, $32; ½ kids
Ana Vidović
McCoy Studio Theater, 7:30 pm

At age 13, Ana Vidović became the youngest student to attend the prestigious National Musical Academy in Zagreb, Croatia, studying classical guitar with masters. Graduating the Peabody Conservatory in 2005, she has since won an impressive number of prizes and international competitions. “Her dynamic range, beauty of sound, precision of articulation and virtuosity are such that listening becomes more of an absolute musical experience.” — Guitar Review

Tickets: $45; ½ kids

Sean Dorsey’s “Boys in Trouble”
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

Trailblazing transgender choreographer Sean Dorsey returns to the MACC stage with “Boys in Trouble,” a powerful, explosive, devastatingly honest, humorous, and sexy new work. “Boys In Trouble” offers an urgent and timely examination of American masculinity’s deep roots, with unapologetically trans and queer perspectives. The award-winning, multi-generational dance ensemble performs these athletic dances with gusto — moving seamlessly between full-throttle dancing, live speaking and intimate storytelling. Note: performance includes profanity and some themes of violence.

Tickets: $35, $45
MASTER CLASS: 4/10. More info TBA at MauiArts.org

Cazimero Lei Day Concert
Castle Theater, 7:30 pm

Kumu Hula Robert Uluwehi Cazimero returns with his ever-popular Lei Day event, along with the musicians and dancers from his Merrie Monarch Festival-winning Hālau Nā Kamalei. Enjoy the smooth showmanship, talent, and graciousness of Robert Cazimero, along with contemporary Hawaiian music and hula. Ho’ohana preshow festivities start at 5:30 pm, with local craft vendors and live music in the Courtyard; fragrant lei will be available for purchase.

Watch for date! Visit muaaiarts.org

The presentation of Sean Dorsey Dance was made possible by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Dance Project, with lead funding from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation and The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. This work was commissioned by Bates Dance Festival, Dance Place, Highway Performance Space, MauiArts & Cultural Center, Seven Stages and the Queer Cultural Center.

28th Annual Kī Hō’alu Guitar Festival
A&B Amphitheater, 1:00–7:00 pm

Slack key (Kī Hō’alu in Hawaiian) has become one of the world’s great acoustic guitar methods, and the annual festival at the MACC celebrates Hawai’i’s contribution to the world music scene. Lineup includes some of Hawai’i’s best slack key guitar players for a full afternoon of melodious island music at this FREE festival! An abundance of lawn seating gives the event an informal, local-style atmosphere, making it easy to lounge all afternoon: bring your beach chairs or blankets and relax! This is a family-friendly event, as all generations can enjoy the slack key guitar tradition, with both new music and classic favorites. Free admission.
Above the Fold: New Expressions in Origami

Renowned origami artists from four continents present an engaging and interdisciplinary look at modern advances in this art form. Through these artists, origami has evolved in remarkable new directions (including large-scale installations and conceptual works), expressing contemporary social, political, and aesthetic ideas.

This exhibition is supported in part by Matson with additional funding by Hawaii Tourism Authority, and the County of Maui-Office of Economic Development.

Observe & Play Family Day
Saturday, October 27, 10:00 am
Families may view the exhibit together, discover the art and mathematics of origami, and enjoy a paper-folding art activity. FREE!

Surfing Hawai‘i

Surfing Hawai‘i presents the most popular ocean sport, beginning with the Native Hawaiian origin and knowledge of he‘e nalu, through the evolution of surf tourism in the islands today. Surfboard collections, ephemera, video, and contemporary works by artists Carol Bennett, Mark Cunningham, Pete Cabrinha, Peter Shepard Cole, Charlie Lyon, Wayne Levin, and Noble Richardson will be on view.

Observe & Play Family Day
Saturday, January 12
10 – 12 noon
This popular program brings families together to experience the exhibit and engage in some hands-on art-making activities.

Art Maui 2019

The Art Maui organization presents their 41st annual juried exhibit, organized by a dedicated volunteer board of directors. Expect to see a broad range of ideas and talent from our island community of artists, in a variety of media that includes drawing, painting, printmaking, photography, jewelry, fiber, and sculpture.

Sidney Yee: Wabi Sabi

The thought-provoking ideas of Maui artist Sidney Yee reveal his unique philosophy and intimate approach to naturalness and accepting the imperfection of reality. These selections chronicle forty years of modern realism focused in paintings and ceramic works.

First Nations Art of British Columbia

This exhibition brings inspiring contemporary artwork from aboriginal artists of the Northwest Coast of Canada, with distinctive designs, vivid colors, and skilled craftsmanship. Their insightful ideas about environment, politics, and identity will explore cultural stories in traditional and nontraditional styles, through painting, textiles, carving, and printmaking.
Ongoing FREE community events

**Starry Night Cinema**
Friday, September 28, A&B Amphitheater, “Early Man” 7:00 pm
Other dates & movies TBA
Bring a blanket to spread out on the lawn for a real night out at the movies! Arrive early for live music before the film, and an art activity for the kids. FREE!

**ArT=Mixx**
Saturday, February 2, 7-11 pm
Scheafer International Gallery/Yokouchi Pavilion
Held in conjunction with the exhibit, this event features guest artists, DJs, live performances, and interactive art activities. Food and beverages will be available throughout the evening. Costume up, mingle, and connect to the arts! All attendees must be age 21+over with valid ID. ArT=Mixx is FREE. VIP Access Area available at a ticketed charge.

An abundance of relaxed lawn seating gives these events an informal, local-style atmosphere, making it easy to lounge all afternoon. Festival-goers are encouraged to bring their own lawn chairs, blankets, or lauhala mats and spread out on the grass to fully enjoy the laid-back music. These are family-friendly events, so all generations can enjoy the island music tradition, with both new music and classic favorites. Island crafters and merchants will have displays of local arts & crafts for purchase, and food trucks will serve a variety of tasty lunch and dessert options.

Maui ‘Ukulele Festival
Sunday, September 30, A&B Amphitheater, 1-6 pm
Door prizes include many fine ‘ukulele. It’s a beautiful day for the whole family. FREE! There will be a FREE ‘Ukulele Workshop the day before (Saturday, Sept 29, 10 am, McCoy Studio Theater)

Ki Ho’alu Slack Key Guitar Festival
Sunday, June 30, 2019, A&B Amphitheater, 1 -7 pm
A full line-up of Hawai’i’s best slack key guitar players in a full afternoon of melodious Hawaiian music. FREE!

Community Programs

**Artists in the Community**
Maui Arts & Cultural Center continues its commitment to bringing the arts and artists to the surrounding areas through its Artists in the Community outreach program. In free events held last season at Maui County schools, senior centers, and social service agencies, the MACC shared its visiting and local artists with 3,621 people at 44 events held throughout Maui County, including Hāna, Lāna‘i, and Moloka‘i. This continuing commitment actively demonstrates that the arts help build community and provide an invaluable opportunity for personal connections and unique experiences for both artists and audience.

**Arts in Education—Preparing Maui’s Students for the Future**
Since 1995, MACC and the Department of Education, Maui District, have been members of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts’ Partners in Education program, a national network of over 100 performing art centers and school districts. The focus of our partnership is threefold: offering professional development for teachers, providing arts learning for students, and cultivating artists to be leaders and teachers. Over 1,200 classroom teachers have participated in workshops and summer institutes taught by innovative teaching artists that result in lessons that empower Maui students to create, collaborate, and think critically. Students from all schools in Maui County have access to performances, exhibits, and hands-on art immersion field trips. See more at MauiArts.org—click the education tab!

Food & Beverages
Dining and beverage options abound at Maui Arts & Cultural Center! We offer a full-service bar (including hot drinks) and select dining menus in Yokouchi Founders Courtyard before almost every show in the Castle Theater, with services extending through intermissions. We also offer bar selections and dining menus in McCoy Courtyard before many shows in the McCoy Studio Theater. For concerts and other events in the A & B Amphitheater, we offer a wide range of snacks and meals from various specialty enterprises—including popular food trucks! We also offer a variety of beverage and dessert options.

Food selections at the MACC are offered by some of Maui’s finest restaurants, chefs and caterers.

Extend your entertainment experience by meeting up with friends for dinner and drinks PreShow. . . have some coffee and dessert at intermission. . . and even linger a bit longer after a concert when AfterGlow is offered!

Each show has a customized menu. Just click the link on each event page in our calendar to find the options for that particular event!
MACC Membership

Maui Arts & Cultural Center relies on funding from a wide variety of sources to support its activities. Ticket prices cover only a portion of the costs at the MACC. Your support does the rest. Mahalo! To become a member, go to MauiArts.org/membership, or call (808) 243-4227.

Ilima Club $25
• Monthly mailings of our SHOWS brochure and event announcements by email
• Complimentary subscription to OnMaui Magazine
• Invitations to special events

‘Ōhi’a Club $125 ($85 tax deductible)
All benefits from Ilima Club, plus:
• Advance ticket-buying privileges: up to two tickets for select events
• 10% discount on up to two tickets to select events
• Waived phone fee on ticket orders

Kukui Club $300 ($230 tax deductible)
All benefits from ‘Ōhi’a Club, plus:
• Advance ticket-buying privileges: up to six tickets for select events
• Priority ticket handling through Box Office
• Access to box seats in Castle Theater for select events
• Waived parking fee at MACC lots and designated parking for select A&B Amphitheater events
• One complimentary four-hour use of a meeting room
• Invitation to annual Maile Reception

Naupaka Club $2,500 ($1,800 tax deductible)
All benefits from Kukui Club, plus:
• Reserved table in Yokouchi Pavilion for select preshow activities
• Charging privileges at the bar for select events
• Artist meet-and-greet opportunity for up to two guests at select events

Koa Club $5,000 ($4,150 tax deductible)
All benefits from Naupaka Club, plus:
• Personal ticketing services through Development Department
• One personalized parking pass for reserved parking in MACC main lot
• Access to Morgado Hall for a CENTERstage Dining at select events, up to party of ten
• Complimentary catalog from one Schaefer International Gallery exhibition
• Invitation to be our guest for the annual dinner at Wolfgang Puck’s Spago, Four Seasons Resort Maui at Wailea

Sandalwood Club $10,000 ($8,730 tax deductible)
All benefits from Koa Club, plus:
• Two parking passes for reserved parking in MACC main lot
• Table service at reserved table for select preshow activities
• Artist meet-and-greet

Kaula Club $25,000 ($20,580 tax deductible)
All benefits from Sandalwood Club, plus:
• Personalized reserved parking at Schaefer Gallery lot
• Personalized reserved theater seat plaque
• Private reception or backstage greeting with select artists

Ilima Club $250 – $500
• 10% discount on up to eight tickets to select events
• Priority ticket handling through Box Office

Naupaka Club $1,500 ($850 tax deductible)
All benefits from Silverword Club, plus:
• Advance ticket-buying privileges: up to eight tickets for select events

Silverword Club $600 ($480 tax deductible)
All benefits from Kukui Club, plus:
• Advance ticket-buying privileges: up to six tickets for select events
• 10% discount on up to six tickets to select events
• Waived parking fee at UHMC lot for select A&B Amphitheater events
• Invitations to Schaefer International Gallery exhibitions: including a walk-through with the artist or curator

Maule Club $1,500 ($850 tax deductible)
All benefits from Silverword Club, plus:
• Advance ticket-buying privileges: up to eight tickets for select events

Our Sponsors and Partners

“The MACC presents...” programming 2018-2019 is generously supported by all MACC Members and the following sponsors and partners.

Kapa Circle 2018
A group of visionary donors dedicated to increasing the capacity of Maui Arts & Cultural Center.

$50,000 and above
Shep Gordon
Jimmy & Honey Runy Banes
Walter Hester
The Ishiyama Family
The Leis Family
Mr. Robert J. & Dr. Mary Lou Morgado
Cecil & Patricia Cervera
Jack & Carolyn Schaefer Gray
Patricia Steele
The Yokouchi Family

$25,000-$49,999
Eric & Tracy Aanenson
Madeline & Doug Callahan
Jim & Mary Hirshfield
John & Miko Israel
The Duve Family
William & Margery Zellerbach Foundation

$10,000-$24,999
Darlene & John Abt
Alexander & Baldwin
Peter & Susie Baldwin
Caron Barrett & Deborah Vial
Rena & Jonathan Bie
John & Tammy Browning
Bruce & Kris Chandler
Lou & Jolene Cole
Peace Eagle & Rainbowstar Dolphin
Roy & Estrella Duvois
C. Pardee & Betsy Erdman
The Gartner Family
Chad & Shay Goodfellow
Pat & Mary Ellen Hughes

The Kind Heart Free Spirit Foundation
Chris & Monica Morakis
Randy & Linda M. Okumura Foundation
Chimen Podrat
Doug & Jill Schatz
Gage Schubert
Kent & Poli Smith
George & Susan Swindells
Cathy Tai, BJH Charitable Trust
The Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Anonymous Fund of MCF

Support The MACC through our Fundraisers

2018-2019 Support

May 18, 2019
Support Maui Brewers Festival
May 18, 2019
Support Maui Calls: Kapa Circle 2018
Support the MACC through our Fundraisers
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Tickets

Maui Arts & Cultural Center
Box Office
One Cameron Way
Kahului, HI 96732

Box Office business hours are Tue-Sat, 10am to 6pm (excluding holidays), with extended hours during shows.

Tickets may be purchased online or by phone, with credit card only. Purchases at the Box Office window may be with cash, debit or credit card.

Online
www.MauiArts.org
Open 24/7

Phone
242-SHOW (808-242-7469)
During Box Office regular hours

Discounts
MACC members enjoy early buying privileges and discounts on select shows. See benefits on page 24, or online at MauiArts.org/membership

Please remember shows and events are subject to change or cancellation with little or no advance notice. For up-to-date calendar information, check the MACC website at MauiArts.org

Celebrate Hawai‘i
Lāhui Sexuality
Kū Mai Ka Hula
‘Ohina Short Film Showcase
Lehua Kalima & Shawn Pimental
Hawai‘i Int’l Film Festival
Blayne Asing
Jake Shimabukuro
Island Breeze
Amy Hānaiai‘i & Willie K

Kainani Kahaunaele
“My Name Is ʻŌpūkaha‘ia”
Cazimero Lei Day Concert

Theatrical / Performance
Kumu Kahua Theatre
Tomáš Kubínek
Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s /peh-LO-tah/

Music
New Order
Harold López-Nussa Trio
Tango Extravaganza
Lee Brice
BMI Songwriters/Miranda Lambert
Generations: Pat Simmons²
Steven Tyler
Alsarah & The Nubatones
Derek Gripper
Pražák and Zemlinsky Quartets

UB40
Ebb & Flow Arts
Zakir Hussain and Niladri Kumar
Ana Vidović

Dance
“Soil” by Michael Sakamoto
Jacob Jonas Dance
L.A. Dance Project
Morgan Thorson
Sean Dorsey Dance